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 Newsletter: Issue 1 1-7-13 

Inside Greetings and Happy New 
Year! Highlights from 

2012: The 
International 
Year of 
Cooperatives 

Food Day, 
fundraising, 
and the future, 
oh my! 

 
Appreciating where 

we’ve been, 
anticipating what’s 

ahead. 

Another year has come and 
gone. This first issue will 
update you on where we’ve 
been in 2012 and where we’re 
headed in 2013. We hope the 
New Year brings you renewed 
hope, happiness, and well-
being. 4,5 
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By: Tyler Demars 
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The grassroots development work 
surrounding the BisMan Food Co-op idea 
is focused on real food, local ownership 
and the virtues of family-owned farms and 
small business. It’s also important to 
understand the global cooperative 
development effort the BisMan Food Co-op 
project is part of. The United Nations 
designated 2012 The International Year of 
Cooperatives. The United Nation’s goals 
for the International Year of Cooperatives 
was to (1) increase public awareness about 
cooperatives and their contributions to 
socio-economic development, (2) promote 
the formation and growth of cooperatives, 
and (3) encourage governments to 
establish policies, laws and regulations 
conducive to the formation, growth and 
stability of co-operatives. 

 As a global community, we have 

Cooperative Development in the Context of 
Global Economic Uncertainty 

2

experienced five years of financial turmoil. 
There are still no clear solutions on how to 
bring stability to an increasingly complex 
global financial system. The cooperative 
model is uniquely structured to help in these 
times of economic uncertainty. By bringing 
economic resources under democratic control 
and cooperative business principles, the 
cooperative model is a commercially efficient 
and effective way of doing business that 
accounts for a wider range of human needs, 
time horizons and values in decision-
making.  

 The community members working on 
the BisMan Food Co-op are grateful to be 
part of a global cooperative development 
effort providing opportunities everywhere 
for individuals to contribute to a more 
equitable and democratic economy.  

For more info, check out www.2012.coop. 
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name 
/nām/ 

 
1. A word or phrase that constitutes the distinctive designation of a person or thing 

 

 

 

For the sake of simplicity, we have called the future co-op “The Bisman 
Food Cooperative”. We continue to realize that the name does not fully 
encompass who we are as a community. It merely describes two special 
demographic areas in North Dakota, Bismarck and Mandan. So what’s in 
a name?  

Well, a lot actually. We have had several brainstorming sessions trying 
to come up with the perfect name. Since our first meeting in October of 
2011 we have worked on developing this co-op through extensive 
research, outreach, fundraising, monthly meetings, and of course 
cooperation. We have each poured in countless hours of work to a project 
we believe in and care deeply about. This has truly been a labor of love 
for each of us that has worked on the food co-op. 

For those of you with children, was it hard to name your babies? After 9 
months did you have the perfect name? Maybe you did, but try to 
imagine 8 people naming that same baby. Each individual having 
varying emotional attachments, individual values, opinions, and creative 
input. So, we are asking you, our friends of the co-op to vote on an 
existing name or to offer your own suggestion. A few names that been 
tossed around are Rugged Roots Cooperative, Missouri River Market, 
Peace Garden Market, and Rails End Cooperative. Please visit our 
website or our Facebook page to answer a short survey where you can 
vote or make a suggestion. You may also request to have this survey e-
mailed to you by shooting us a quick e-mail with your information. Feel 
free to share the survey with local friends. All contact info is located on 
our business card at the end of this newsletter. 

Heck, if your name is chosen we just may name a smoothie after you! 

What’s in a name? 
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 Food Day 2012 

Food Day is a national celebration for 
healthy, sustainable, and affordable food. 
On October 24th The Bisman Food Co-op 
partnered with Go! Bismarck Mandan to 
host an event at BSC with a great panel of 
experts in their field. We had holistic 
Farmer/Rancher Gabe Brown, foodie and 
Nutritionist Wanda Agnew, Naturopathic 
Doctor Elizabeth Allmendinger, and 
Cooperative Developer Bill Patrie. We had a 
lively discussion about the future of food 
and what role we as individuals and a 
community play in shaping that future. 
This event was free and open to the public 
with a food donation to Ruth Meiers. We 
hope to host more events like this every few 
months to engage the community in this 
dialogue and raise awareness about the 
importance of growing, eating, and sourcing 
local food. Thanks to all who came out!  

Fundraising 

We had many generous folks step up to help 
us with our match required for our grant 
from APUC.  This was used to fund our 
feasibility study so a huge THANK YOU to 
those who supported us. Didn’t get to chip-
in? No worries! There will be a member 
equity drive announced soon. J 
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The amazing 
Brussels Sprout! 
3 fun facts about 

these little balls of 
green goodness 

It is an excellent source 
for Vitamin K, which 
promotes bone health. 
100g or 4 sprouts contain 
147% of your 
recommended daily 
allowance 
 
They contain several 
flavonoid anti-oxidants 
like indoles, lutein, 
zeaxanthin, and lutein. 
These phytochemicals are 
powerful in eliminating 
free radicals from the 
body. 
 
They are winter crops 
that flourish in cool 
weather and light frost 
conditions. Some stalks 
can grow to 3 ft. tall! 
 
Try halving 2 cups 
sprouts; toss in 1 Tbsp. of 
olive oil with 2 cloves 
chopped garlic and 
roasting for 15 minutes on 
375. Sprinkle with 
Parmesan and enjoy! 
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What’s next? 
 
In November two steering committee members attended a Co-op 
training in LaCrosse, WI for Food Co-op start-ups. It was 
extremely valuable and we learned a lot about the various stages 
of development including feasibility, fundraising, store design, and 
best practices in each of these areas. We were able to network with 
other people doing the same thing as us, starting a cooperative 
from scratch! We toured several co-ops and made some friends 
along the way. The two organizations that hosted the training 
were Cooperative Development Services and Food Co-op Initiative. 
They have been so helpful as we navigate these new waters. You 
can find our more about them at http://www.cdsconsulting.coop/ 
and http://www.foodcoopinitiative.coop/ 
 
We are wrapping up with our feasibility study and should have a 
final report by the end of February. This report will tell us a 
number of things including local and regional demographics, sales 
potential, shopping preferences, and more. This is a vital step in 
the process and provides sales and cost projections that will help 
us move forward.  
 
Our next step is to incorporate. We are working with Common 
Enterprise Development Corporation www.cedc.coop to do this. 
They contract with a legal professional who can walk us through 
the technical aspects of incorporating a cooperative within the 
state of ND. 
 
Get involved! Please check our website to learn more about 
volunteer opportunities. Hope to see you in 2013 J 
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Food For Thought: 
 

“If we are what we 
eat and we don’t 
know what we’re 
eating, do we still 

know who we are?” 
 

-Claudia Fischler 
For more information on GMO’s and 
Proposition 37 go to: 
 
 http://www.labelgmos.org/  


